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A class of novel therapies leverages regenerative cell types in
disease microenvironments. This complex interplay challenges
established good manufacturing practices, as standards and
analytical tools to measure regenerative potency are missing. That
is, we can build the product right, but we do not know if we are
building the right product. Here, we suggest that organ-chips,
biomimetic in vitro phenotyping platforms, can serve as key
quality assurance systems in regenerative medicine.

Regenerative cells for tissue and organ repair
Basic, translational, and clinical research have contributed to
partial/palliative treatments for many acute and severe diseases.
At the same time, this medical success created survived patients
who have degenerative and chronic disorders that are difficult
and expensive to treat with conventional approaches. An interest-
ing case study is myocardial infarction: an acute occlusion of the
coronary circulation that causes widespread cell death in the
heart. The mortality associated with the primary event has
dropped to 5% in hospitalized patients. Unfortunately, patients
develop adverse post-ischemic remodeling that, together with the
typical comorbidities of the aging population, may degenerate
into heart failure. Dramatically, survival at 5 years is �30%.1
Regenerative medicine aims at restoring health in these chronic

patients by providing the necessary stimuli to (re)activate organ-
specific repair and regeneration mechanisms. In addition, and
often in combination, with tissue-engineered scaffolds, regenera-
tive cell types were tested for a variety of indications. For exam-
ple, there are available cell-based regenerative products to treat
cartilage defects, corneal damage, and for immunotherapy.1 Stem
cells with the ability to become heart cells directly, or to promote
endogenous healing mechanisms are of particular interest for
cardiac protection, repair, and regeneration.1,2

Although a consensus is emerging that cell therapy is safe and
technically feasible in humans, a comprehensive characterization
of the regenerative phenotype of these cells and their mechanism

of action remains elusive.3 Interestingly, as translational scientists
face the design and implementation of first-in-human and larger
clinical studies, manufacturing considerations, such as scalability,
supply chain, and quality control have become important.1,3 Here,
we address how the incomplete characterization of cell phenotypes
constitutes a major manufacturing difference between traditional
and regenerative medicinal products. Further, we discuss how this
difference may limit the effectiveness of current Good Manufactur-
ing Practice (cGMP). Finally, we suggest that recently introduced
organ-chips, engineered biomimetic in vitro assays, may provide
key potency tests for regenerative cells.

Good Manufacturing Practices in regenerative medicine
Shifting from making to manufacturing a product requires
rethinking process control. The best practice evolved from con-
trolling all aspects of the final product to ensure the identification
of defective items, to controlling the fabrication process to mini-
mize the total number of faulty items produced. Central to the
definition of cGMP is the concept that the product is the pro-
cess: if one were to start from identical raw materials and proceed
through the same steps under the same conditions, then identical
products would be obtained. Practically (Figure 1a), we start
from qualified lots of materials whose properties are defined with-
in specific tolerances; we then use standard operating procedures,
user-unbiased protocols optimized to reduce variability, to obtain
products whose properties lie within statistically predictable toler-
ances. This approach offers a practical way to measure, optimize,
and price quality. In life sciences, cGMP-compliant manufacturing
mandates optimal quality by adopting the best raw materials, with
the tightest tolerances, tested with the best available methods.1,3

Here, we argue that this quality by design framework relies on a
hidden assumption that has held true for industrial, chemical, and
pharmaceutical manufacturing, but that may prove challenging in
regenerative medicine applications. That is, our ability to assess the
quality of the final product based on the quality of its building
blocks and the manufacturing steps depends on a mathematically
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formalized, measurable understanding of the system. For example,
we can measure the resistivity of a material (q) and calculate the
resistance (R) of a cable manufactured from it, by virtue of
the simple equation R 5 qL/A (where L is the length and A the
cross-section of the cable). Furthermore, measuring the resistance
of a given cable is sufficient to predict the flow of direct electric
current (I) given the applied voltage (V 5 RI) in any electrical
apparatus, and so on to more complex systems. This chain
of mathematical relationships, together with the completeness of
the experimental characterization, enables quantitative estimates of
defect propagation in the system. In the absence of such an elegant,
actionable, conceptual model, the use of best practices accom-
plishes only half of its mandate in regenerative medicine: we can
make “the product right,” but we do not know if we are making
“the right product.”
For many regenerative therapies, cells are the raw material and the

final product (Figure 1b).1–3 Regenerative cells are sourced based on

the expression of certain surface markers (e.g., CD41, CD133, or
CD117), and this antigen-based characterization becomes the refer-
ence point for further quality control. Unfortunately, this initial
selection may result in pools of cells with heterogeneous regenerative
potentials. Because this patient-specific heterogeneity is overlooked at
sourcing, cGMP-grade manufacturing of cell-based regenerative
products often start with poorly qualified materials. Furthermore, we
do not possess a mathematical framework to relate measured parame-
ters with system performance: in fact, the mechanistic relationships
between cell antigen expression and tissue repair and regeneration
are incompletely understood.3 Finally, how manufacturing variables,
such as culture and genetic engineering, or the interaction with
the host microenvironment affect the regenerative cell phenotype is
not known. Notably, cell priming and other second-generation
approaches are effective at reducing the initial source of heterogenei-
ty, but continue to suffer the other mentioned issues.1 Ultimately,
in the absence of comprehensive assessments and mathematically

Figure 1 Quality control in sourcing and manufacturing. Schematics of the quality control practices in traditional (a) and stem cell (b) manufacturing. The
amounts of good (green) and defective (red) products in each phase is predetermined through complete qualification of materials (fill color) and
manufacturing (edge color) steps. Unfortunately, patient-specific pools of regenerative cells are sorted based on incomplete characterization, such as the
expression of surface markers (outer shell), as key parameters underlying regenerative (yellow core), and nonregenerative (blue core) phenotypes are
difficult to characterize. Further, how manufacturing and the interaction with the host affect the regenerative cell phenotype is also unclear. As a result,
manufacturing of current Good Manufacturing Practice-grade nonregenerative cell products for regenerative medicine application may occur.
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rigorous frameworks to model repair and regeneration, perfectly
cGMP-compliant manufacturing systems may still release cells that
are safe, optimally manufactured to express the chosen surface
markers, and yet ultimately ineffective regenerative products.

Organ-chips are biomimetic in vitro platform
for analytical phenotyping
In this final section, we advocate the use of organ-chips as quality
assurance systems in regenerative medicine. Organ-chips are
in vitro platforms engineered to recapitulate key aspects of
tissue-level and organ-level physiology. Using these platforms, we
can comprehensively assess cell phenotype by measuring parame-
ters, such as gene expression, structure, metabolism, and function
of cells seeded on microenvironments that recapitulate healthy or
diseased conditions. Furthermore, the use of patient-specific or
genome-edited human cells (e.g., stem cells and their differentiat-
ed progenies) permits modeling of inherited pathologies at
preclinical costs and on human genetic backgrounds. Finally,
these simplified systems are easier to describe mathematically and
offer a unique platform to validate computational modeling
frameworks for regenerative medicine.4

In addition to previously developed lung, heart, kidney, liver, and
even multiorgan chips for drug discovery application,4 we recently
presented a cardiac cell therapy on-a-chip platform (Figure 2).5

We utilized a computational model of muscle mechanics and
mechanotransduction to design a minimal in vitro model of the
infarct border zone. We then created microenvironments mimicking
the elasticity and extracellular matrix composition of healthy and

fibrotic myocardium. Finally, on these substrates, we engineered cell
pairs composed of primary and stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes, as
proxies for speared and newly formed myocytes, respectively. Using
this platform, we were able to recapitulate in vitro important obser-
vations from preclinical and clinical studies.2,5 For example, all pairs
expressed b-catenin and connexin-43 at the cell-cell junction and
the contractile architectures of cell pairs containing newly formed
myocytes were indistinguishable from that of primary pairs. These
findings were consistent with the ability of most pre/clinically
injected cells to engraft in the myocardium and contribute to a
reduction in infarct size.1 For example, stem cell-derived cardiomyo-
cytes were found to consistently engraft in a nonhuman primate
study, in which they restored �40% of the infarct volume after
�80 days.2 At the same time, newly formed myocytes exhibited a
large heterogeneity in calcium cycling properties, consistent with the
pro-arrhythmic risk associated with cardiac cell therapy. In the same
nonhuman primate study, stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes were
found to undergo synchronous electromechanical coupling with
host myocardium.2 Finally, we could show that the intrinsic differ-
ence in contractile strength between primary and stem cell-derived
cardiomyocytes was associated with the presence of substrate adhe-
sions at the junction that preserved structural integrity but limited
force transmission. We speculated that this mechanotransductive
mechanism might contribute to the limited amelioration of ejection
fraction observed in many in vivo studies.2,5 Together, these findings
support the notion that organ-chips can be utilized to much more
comprehensively phenotype regenerative cell products in complex
microenvironments.

Figure 2 Organ-chips as quality assurance systems for regenerative medicine. Organ-chips are engineered in vitro platforms that enable multiparametric
assessment of the phenotype of cells exposed to healthy and diseased microenvironments. We recently developed a cardiac cell therapy on-a-chip
platform using primary and stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes as proxies for speared and newly formed myocytes. Our characterization of the cell structural
and functional phenotype was consistent with previously published in vivo observations suggesting organ-chips may enable comprehensive characterization
of cell products for regenerative medicine. Figure panels were reproduced with permission.4,5
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In conclusion, we suggest that organ-chips may be valuable
quality assurance systems to complement cGMP by providing in
vitro, biomimetic, comprehensive potency tests for regenerative
medicine products. Additionally, organ-chips simplified biology
facilitates the development of flexible mathematical and compu-
tational frameworks to link comprehensive phenotyping with
mechanisms of repair and regeneration. To completely fulfill this
role, we envision upgraded organ-chips featuring (i) healthy and
diseased microenvironments to recapitulate genetic and acquired
diseases; (ii) sensors and actuators to control the pathophysiologi-
cal responses in real-time; and (iii) multitissue and multiorgan
architectures, to capture complex systemic interactions.
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